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Stumpf und Stiel: Nazi Castration Policy and Medical Experimentation on Homosexual Men



The beginning of Adolf Hitler’s chancellorship signalled the end of Germany’s nascent homo-

sexual emancipation movement, and within weeks the gay and lesbian bars of Berlin had been

shut down, in at least one case being replaced by a Nazi propaganda center. In May , only

months after Nazi rule began, a “Nazi Committee against the Un-Germanic Spirit” destroyed Mag-

nus Hirschfeld’s Institute of Sex Research, burning tens of thousands of irreplaceable books, case

les, photographs and other documents (Haeberle ). While some homosexuals may have ini-

tially believed that Ernst Röhm’s positionmeant that there would be no signi cant campaign against

homosexual men, this was a grave miscalculation.

On  June , one year after the Night of the Long Knives, the Reichstag passed a revised

version of §, providing a legal basis for large-scale arrests of homosexual men. The rst article

of the original  law prohibited “wiedernatürliche Unzucht” ‘unnatural fornication;’ the 

revision instead declares that “ein Mann, der mit einem anderen Mann Unzucht treibt oder sich von

ihm zur Unzucht missbrauchen lässt, wird mit Gefängnis bestraft” ‘a man who drives another man

to lewdness, or allows himself to be thus abused, will be imprisoned.’ Notably, this removes the

“wiedernatürliche” ‘unnatural’ quali er, allowing a much freer application of the law. ‘Wieder-

natürliche Unzucht’ seems to have covered roughly the same semantic eld as ‘sodomy’ in English,

but even a kiss, an embrace or a glance could be considered a form of ‘Unzucht’ under the Nazi

interpretation of the new law. Furthermore, § was applied retroactively in several cases.

The usual punishment for § violations was jail time, but after the invention of the extralegal

“protective custody” system, homosexuals could also be deported to concentration camps. In the

camps, they faced abuse from both the  and other prisoners; consequently, the death rate for pink-

triangle prisoners was almost sixty percent, and it is likely that around ten thousand homosexuals

died in concentration camps during the war (Why Bother ; Haeberle ). Homosexuals were

often selected for the most dif cult and deadliest work assignments, e.g., the stone quarry at 

Buchenwald (Hackett ). They were often preferred as subjects for “monstrous experiments,”

such as the painful injections described by Pierre Seel that resulted in death for some inmates (),

or the Typhus Research Division at  Buchenwald (Hackett ).



Although the Nazi campaign against homosexuality was marked by rabid homophobia and ex-

treme cruelty, they did not focus all of their efforts on the extermination of individual homosexuals,

as with Jews, for example. Nazi ideology regarding homosexuality was very muddled, and while it

was always homophobic, many Nazis believed that at least some homosexuals could be “cured” by

psychiatric or medical treatments, “rehabilitated” in some fashion, and reintegrated into the mili-

tary and workforce (Tamagne ). The approach favored by any particular theorist depended on

their views on the ætiology of homosexuality. The “third sex” theory favored by many homosexual

rights advocates had little effect on public debate (van derMeer ). Nor did the more radical ideas

of Adolf Brand and the Gemeinschaft der Eigenen have much in uence, except perhaps on a 

army report which defended the theory that people are initially bisexual. Theo Lang believed that

homosexuality was heritable, and thus conversion was not to be encouraged (“Unkindest” ). One

author favored by Heinrich Himmler managed to blame the spread of homosexuality on Jews (Why

Bother ). However, perhaps the theory which most in uenced Nazi policy on sexual orientation

was that homosexuality was a form of “hypersexuality,” resulting from a loss of self-control, which

was closely related to many forms of sexual deviance and thus could be treated in the same manner

(van der Meer ). Consequently, most Nazi attempts to “rehabilitate” homosexuals focused on

medical intervention, especially castration, which was used to reduce libido ().

The formation of Nazi castration policy began with the passage of the Law for the Prevention of

Hereditary Diseases of  July , which called for the sterilization of people with a wide range

of physical and mental disabilities and resulted in the sterilization of four hundred thousand people

(“Unkindest” ). Compulsory sterilization was a key element of Nazi eugenic policies, and was

proposed byHitler inMein Kampf, promoted at theWannsee Conference by StaatssekretärWilhelm

Stuckhart (Arendt ), and intensively researched at  Buchenwald. The initial version of the law

did not directly affect homosexuals, but was an important step in the establishment of the authority

of the State over the reproductive physiology of its subjects.

The Law against Dangerous Habitual Criminals and Sex Offenders of  November  was

the rst law to allow the legal castration of homosexuals. It permitted the compulsory castration



of certain sex offenders, including homosexual pedophiles and homosexual exhibitionists (Grau

). Most castrations of homosexuals were carried out under this law, and thus were considered

a security measure (though not a punitive measure (“Unkindest” )); in contrast, the majority of

castrations performed in other European nations were viewed as ‘therapeutic’ (van der Meer )

and often had to be at least nominally voluntary. (However, even Bremer, who characterizes the

“relation between advantages and disadvantages” of castration as “de nitely favorable” (), ex-

presses some doubt as to the signi cance of “consent” to castration when the alternative is inde nite

detention. Some of his case histories suggest that patients were not always well informed about the

operation; one patient, for example, committed suicide when he learned that his castration would

not be reversible, as he had been led to believe ().)

A  revision permitted the voluntary castration of criminals with “a degenerate sex drive”

(“Unkindest” ). The use of coercion, direct or indirect, in obtaining consent for castration was

banned in  (Grau ). By  May , Himmler had rescinded this order, allowing sex

offenders in protective custody to be told that they could “probably” be released if they consented

to castration (“Memo to the Reich Criminal Police Bureau”). The  were making use of this decree

by June, if they took any notice of it at all: Giles documents one case of an inmate who was

tortured for two weeks, then, having “consented” to castration, was taunted by  of cers holding

his severed testicles in a jar (Why Bother ). The  later issued a special order doing away with

any pretension of obtaining consent whatsoever, allowing sterilization (which Grau characterizes as

including castration) “on the basis of the Führer’s special powers” (“Memo to concentration camp

commandants” ).

Castration was not the only means used to “rehabilitate” homosexuals; some other forms of

medical intervention were used in an attempt to not merely reduce libido, but to “normalize” ori-

entation. Among the most notorious of the medical experiments in icted on homosexual prisoners

by Nazi doctors were the “rejuvenation” operations of -Sturmbannführer Dr. Carl Vaernet.

Vaernet was born March  and was originally named Carl Peter Jensen (Danielsen; Tam-

agne ). He was a Danish physician who had a practice in Copenhagen from  to  ().



He conducted hormonal research during the s, including experiments on humans and animals,

and had been working on an “arti cial gland” since the beginning of the war (Grau ; Himmler

et al. ). In  he was forced to close his Copenhagen practice due to his Nazi ties, especially

his contact with Fried Clausen, head of the Danish Nazi party (Grau ; Tamagne ); in  he

moved to Germany, where his work came to the attention of the . As with all  scienti c exper-

iments (Kogon ), Vaernet’s work had Himmler’s direct authorization; SS-Obergruppenführer

Dr. Ernst Grawitz informed Himmler of Vaernet’s work in , and Himmler ordered the  to

allow him to conduct his experiments and to show him “the utmost generosity.” Because he was

“very interested” in the research, Himmler requested a monthly three-to-four page report on Vaer-

net’s progress and invited Vaernet to visit him personally (Himmler et al. ).

The December  memo does not describe the proposed research in detail because it was

“absolutely secret,” only noting that it would involve the implantation of an “arti cial gland” which

would slowly release drugs, particularly hormone stores, into the bloodstream, having the same

effect as an organic gland and avoiding the loss of drugs in the digestive system inherent to pill

delivery (). Because it related “directly to the needs of  and Police medical experts,” the 

would have the option of using his discoveries beginning in  for , Reichsmarks per month

(). Vaernet signed a contract with the  medical company Deutsche Heilmittel GmbH on 

May  (Deutsche Heilmittel GmbH ), and was required to send themmonthly reports ().

Vaernet intended to devise a Verjüngungsoperationen ‘rejuvenation surgery’ to eliminate ho-

mosexuality (-; Haeberle ). He believed that his work was of “direct importance” to

the war, because it would lead to “full work capacity,” “better sustenance,” and a “higher birth rate”

(Grau ). The purpose of his experiment was, rst, to investigate the normalization of homosex-

ual orientation by means of implanting arti cial male sex glands; second, to establish the support

dose; and third, to control the standardization of the arti cial gland (Tamagne ). This speci -

cally involved implanting the arti cial glands (variously described as ‘capsules,’ ‘briquettes,’ and

‘ intstones’ (Himmler et al. ; Grau ; Hackett )) into the groins of prisoners, where they

would release “huge doses” of testosterone into the bloodstream (Tamagne ; Murphy ; Vaer-



net, --).

In July , Vaernet moved to Prague and began his experiments at  Buchenwald under

the command of -Standartenführer Dr. Helmut Poppendick (Tamagne ; Kogon ). His pri-

mary contact at  Buchenwald was -Hauptsturmführer Dr. Gerhard Schiedlausky, though he

also communicated with -Sturmbannführer Dr. Erwin Ding-Schuler, who had to deliver the bad

news that certain aspects of the project would be delayed due to a work overload in the Typhus

Research Division (Ding-Schuler). His rst recorded visit was on  July , during which he

discussed his plans with Schiedlausky. They agreed to select ve homosexual prisoners to test

his theory (Schiedlausky, “Aktennotiz”). He initially selected six prisoners for his experiment: Jo-

hann Sonntag, born  February  in Lugau, #/, homosexual; Philipp Kapelski, born

 September  in Duisburg-Hamborn, #/, Sittlichkeitsbrecher ‘sex criminal,’ castrated;

Bernhard Steinhoff, born  August  in Oelde, #/, homosexual; Gerhard Schleimer,

born  March  in Berlin, #/, homosexual; Karl Sachs, born  September  in

Falkenau, #/, homosexual; and Ernst Lindenberg, born  March  in Heinde, #/,

homosexual, castrated (“Liste der Hätlinge”). Schleimer was not mentioned in later documents.

Vaernet performed his experimental operation on the others on  September .

Bernhard Steinhoff’s case may be taken as typical. As already mentioned, he was born in

 in Oelde in Nordrhein-Westfalen. Vaernet describes him as a theologian who was “always

sickly, very uncommunicative, but good natured and helpful,” a “good student” when in stable

living conditions. Vaernet lists alternating periods of relationships with men and women, which

gave Steinhoff the “same satisfaction” (Tamagne ). At the time of his arrest for violating §

on  November , Steinhoff was a Catholic priest living in Warendorf (-). He was

sentenced to eight years of imprisonment and hard labor – a time about which he had “nothing to

report” to Vaernet. He also lost his civil rights for ten years (Ehrverlust) (-). Though

this was listed as a prior conviction, his detainment date is listed as  and his sentence would

have ended around the time he was send to  Buchenwald, so it’s entirely possible that he was

sent directly to the camp rather than being released. He was discharged by Kripo Recklinghausen



on  February . He arrived at  Buchenwald on a group transport on  March; by  March

he was entered into the records, with his reason for imprisonment listed as “homosexual” (-

; -). He brought with him only a few possessions: socks, shirts, pants, shaving

equipment, tobacco, etc. (-). Steinhoff was given a dose a implant on  September

– this contradicts Vaernet’s  October report to Grawitz, which gives the date as  September.

(Tamagne and Grau seem to both have translated patient records from the same set of barely-legible

doctor’s notes (-).) He is recorded as having felt pain the rst day after the operation,

but otherwise had no adverse reaction. Steinhoff reported that he felt better, dreamt about women,

slept better, was no longer depressed, was looking forward to his recovery, and was making plans

for the future. His erotic imagination “changed completely,” according to his reports (Tamagne

). Of course, Steinhoff’s reports can hardly be assumed to have been objective and truthful,

considering his situation.

On  September , Vaernet wrote to Schiedlausky requesting additional prisoners:

Mit unseren Untersuchungen und Operationen erzielen wir eine ganz genaue Feststel-

lung der Erhaltungsdosis für das männliche Sexualhormon. Zur Lösung dieser Frage

brauche ich noch einige Kastraten, und ich wäre Ihnen deshalb dankbar, wenn ich bei

der nächsten Harnsammlung von  noch nicht behandelten Kastraten einen  stündi-

gen Harn bekommen konnte.

With our tests and operations, we are obtaining a quite exact assessment of the con-

servation dose for the male sexual hormone. For a solution to this question I still need

several more castrates, and I would therefore be grateful to you if I could obtain 

hours of urine from six more untreated castrates at the next urine collection. (Vaernet,

--)

He later selected not six but ten more prisoners: Daniel Ledetzky, #/, castrated; Paul

Reinhold, #/, castrated; Willy Schmidt, #/, castrated; Hubert Henze, #/,

castrated; Friedrich Boeck, #/, castrated; Richard Köster, #/, castrated; Wilhelm



Voß, #/, homosexual; Franz Parth, #/, homosexual; Friedrich Kreutz, #/, homo-

sexual; and FritzMielsch, #/, homosexual. Grau considers it likely that all were homosexual

(), and that would be unsurprising, given the goal of Vaernet’s experiment, but their orienta-

tion was not recorded. On  December  all but Voß, Kreutz, and Mielsch were operated on.

Parth’s castration had to be delayed for a month for unspeci ed reasons (Schiedlausky, --

); the Buchenwald Report states that Vaernet “experimented with castration” (), but does not

go into detail, and the extant documents do not appear to describe instances where Vaernet and

Schiedlausky castrated their victims themselves.

A  January  letter fromSchiedlausky toVaernet discusses “die bisher operiertenHäftlinge

(insgesamt )” ‘the patients operated on so far, thirteen altogether’ (Schiedlausky --).

Only twelve prisoners were ever operated on according to other records and correspondence, how-

ever, and it’s not clear where this discrepancy came from.

Blood and urine samples were collected weekly and twice weekly, respectively, to track the

prisoners’ cholesterol, creatine, creatinine, and calcium levels. This was probably to track the

effects of testosterone on the castrated prisoners, since castration can cause both creatinuria and

high blood cholesterol (Bremer ).

Hubert Henze died at : ,  December , as a result of heart problems resulting from

infectious enteritis and general weakness. The Buchenwald Report () claims that two patients

died as a direct result of the operation, one from an infection and one weeks later from general

weakness; this could stem from an erroneous reading of Schiedlausky’s  January  letter to

Vaernet, which clearly states that enteritis and general weakness were proximate causes of Henze’s

death. On the other hand, Haeberle () quotes a passage from Kogon’sDer SS-Staat (which drew

heavily from the Buchenwald Report) that plainly states that two test subjects died and that “the

others” died weeks later as a result of general weakness, with phrasing so similar as to suggest a

mistranslation in at least one instance.

Vaernet was able to produce only provisional results, but what he reported to his superiors was

entirely positive. He used three doses of hormones in his test subjects. A a dose could restore



sexual function but not sexual desire in a castrated prisoner. A a dose was able to reawaken a

normal sex drive in a prisoner castrated seven years prior. The a dose “transforms homosexuality

into a normal sex drive.” All three “transform severe depression into optimism, calm and self-

con dence” and brought a sense of well-being (Vaernet, ). Vaernet seems not to have considered

that his “patients” were concentration camp prisoners whose best chance for survival was to be

“cured” and thus perhaps released. Moreover, his record-keeping was so inept and his experiment

so poorly designed that, apart from the obvious ethical issues, it very well may have not produced

any real results even had he seen it through to completion.

Deutsche Heilmittel GmbH had reason to complain to the  about Vaernet’s behavior by late

February . Vaernet had evidently lost interest in his work – possibly much earlier, because

though several prisoners were scheduled to be photographed immediately after  December 

and again one month later, to track any possible “rejuvenation” (-), only the rst set of

photographs is mentioned in the correspondence between Vaernet and Schiedlausky, and no pris-

oner le contains more than one photograph. Furthermore, according to the terms of his contract,

Vaernet was required to send monthly reports detailing his progress, which would be forwarded to

the . He led his last of cial report in October , and though he promised to complete his

work and send another report by  January , he did not do so. He also failed to report his loca-

tion to the company or to provide the company with means of contacting him. Between the middle

of December  and late February, Vaernet showed up only once, in late February, to explain

that he would like to work as a regimental doctor in the eld if Himmler consented. In the opinion

of Deutsche Heilmittel, Vaernet displayed a “high degree of independence” and was failing to no-

tify them about plans for new machines being made by the  (these machines are not mentioned

in other documents); they suspected that he was discussing matters with of ces in Berlin that did

not know of his contract with Deusche Heilmittel. Therefore, the company did not wish to be re-

sponsible for any future nancial commitments made by Vaernet (Deutsche Heilmittel GmbH ).

Given that the Second World War of cially ended in May , Vaernet could not have remained

free for long; he was captured by the British sometime after his departure from Prague.



After the war, Vaernet was imprisoned at Alsgade Skole in Copenhagen, where hewas identi ed

as an  of cer by a Danish police of cer who had been a prisoner at  Buchenwald. The British

major in charge of the  camp was of the opinion that Vaernet would “undoubtedly be sentenced

as a war criminal.” In fact, although Schiedlausky was sentenced to death for his participation in

other experiments, Vaernet’s experiments were not mentioned at the Nuremberg doctor’s trial (Grau

). Vaernet was able to obtain special privileges: he was permitted to le domestic and foreign

patents and to market his research to foreign companies (Danielsen). In January , the Danish

Medical Association was noti ed of Vaernet’s resignation. At some point, Vaernet was transferred

to a public hospital due to a heart complaint, wherein he was able to convince an unknown party

to grant him of cial permission to travel to Stockholm for treatment. Once in Sweden, he was

transported to Argentina by a Nazi escape network, where he found employment in the Buenos

Aires health service (Foged andKrüger qtd. in Grau ). The Danish authorities did not investigate

his escape for over fty years, until Peter Tatchell of OutRage! sent well-publicized inquiries to

the Danish government. Danish  activists made contact with Vaernet’s grandson, who was

living in Argentina as of , and demanded answers from the Danish government. It eventuated

that the Danish Minister of Justice had dropped Vaernet’s case in , against the advice of the

state prosecutor. Vaernet lived openly, working as an endocrinologist for the Ministry of Health

in Buenos Aires. No attempt at extradition was made, despite reports from investigators about his

activities during the war; however, the Danish government refused to guarantee Vaernet’s safety

from additional legal proceedings were he to return to Denmark, so he lived in Argentina for the

remainder of his life. Carl Vaernet died in November  (Danielsen).

Gerhard Schleimer acquiesced to one interview with the authors of Carl Vaernet, der dänische

SS-Arzt im KZ Buchenwald. Kapelski, Köster, Ledetzky, Schmidt, Lindenberg, Kreutz, Mielsch,

Parth, Sachs, Schleimer, Sonntag, and Steinhoff all appear on a list of survivors compiled by the

International Tracing Service at the end of the war (-). Except for Schleimer, little is

known about their lives after the Holocaust. Reinhold, Henze, and Voß are absent from the list.

For homosexual prisoners, the war ended, but liberation did not come. The  retained the



Nazi version of §, continued to enforce it, and upheld the law in their highest court. The 

returned to the original law, with small changes. § was not completely abolished in Germany

until . Klaus Müller has documented cases of homosexual survivors of the Holocaust who

were rearrested after the war under the same law the Nazis used to justify their persecution.

The continued criminalization of homosexuality meant that pink-triangle prisoners could not

apply for compensation for their suffering, nor could they freely share their testimony of Nazi

crimes. This continued suppression of the memory of this aspect of the Holocaust erased tens of

thousands of individual stories from the historical record, leaving the experiences of most homo-

sexual prisoners to be documented only in the records of their oppressors, if at all. The long neglect

of this topic by historians is now being remedied to some degree, thanks to the work of Rüdiger

Lautmann, Günter Grau, Klaus Müller, and others, as well as courage of those few survivors who

have come forward.

The situation was not much better in many other countries. Sodomy remained illegal in the

United States until , for example. In Switzerland, even after the war, homosexuals could be

required to consent to castration as a condition of employment (“Unkindest” ). In Great Britain,

the justice system forced gay men to submit to barbaric hormone therapies meant to weaken li-

bido, the same goal that motivated Nazi castration policies; this punishment was most infamously

in icted on Alan Turing (Murphy ), without whom the Allies may very well have lost the war,

and it may have been a contributing factor in his  suicide by cyanide poisoning. These were

the laws and policies of Allied and neutral countries, of the “civilized” states that stood in opposi-

tion to the barbarism of the Third Reich – and even today  people face of cial or extralegal

oppression in many nations.

Thus, the Nazi persecution of homosexuals did not constitute a unique and singular event but

rather represents a local maximum in the long history of homophobia, a history that did not begin

or end with the Third Reich but which stretches back into the past and forward into the present, and

as the Holocaust recedes from living memory, it is for exactly this reason that it is so necessary to

remember gay victims.
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